
Variables, Types, Input and Output in JAVA
Important note:  To see the output for these programs in BlueJ, activate the Terminal window by 
pressing ctrl-T.

Variables and Types

In Java, all variables must have a type associated with it.  The primitive or built-in types that you must 
know for the AP exam are:

int An integer, such as 2, -26, or 4000
boolean  true or false
double A double precision floating-point number.  Basically a decimal number

That's great for number, but how about words?  Java comes with a nice object called String that can 
store words, sentences, and paragraphs:

String An object that stores a sequence of .  Examples include “Foolhardy” 
and “Stop now,  please”

To create a variable, you must declare it.  This means you give it a name and a type.  Variables are 
always named beginning with a lowercase letter.  A variable is often initialized, or given a default 
value, in it's declaration.  To make your life easier, you can declare and initialize several variables at 
once.  Here are some examples:

int i;
int x, y;
double taxRate = 0.12, interestRate = 0.05;
String name = “Indigo Montoya;
boolean lost = true, found = false;

Final Variables

You can make a variable unchangeable by including the word final in it's declaration.  Final variables 
cannot change, they are constants.

final double PI = 3.14;
final int MAX_SIZE = 500;

• Using constants makes it easier to revise code.  If you use TAX_RATE everywhere instead of 
0.15, then when the government raises the tax rate, you just have to change the value in the 
variable declaration, not everywhere you use it.  

• Always capitalize all the letters in the name of a final variable.  Separate words with _



Reading Input from the Terminal

You can use the Scanner object to allow a person to enter input at the Terminal window.  

import java.util.Scanner;

int    i;
double d;
String s;

Scanner sc = new Scanner(System.in);
i = sc.nextInt(); //reads in an integer
d = sc.nextDouble(); //reads in a double 
s = sc.next(); //reads in a String

You can combine the declaration of the variable and the reading at the same time to make it shorter, if 
you like:

import java.util.Scanner;

Scanner sc = new Scanner(System.in);
int    i = sc.nextInt(); //reads in an integer
double d = sc.nextDouble(); //reads in a double 
String s = sc.next(); //reads in a String

Scanner is NOT on the AP exam but is essential to learn.

Printing Output to the Terminal

You've already seen this bit of code:

System.out.print(“Hello, world”); // prints Hello, world to the screen

and it's friend

System.out.println(“Hello, world”); // prints Hello, world to the screen 
// with a newline at the end

print and println are very versatile and can handle many different inputs.  For example:

System.out.print(“Hot”);
System.out.println(“dog”); //prints Hotdog

System.out.println(“Hot”); // prints  Hot
System.out.println(“dog”); //       dog

System.out.println(7+3); // prints 10



System.out.println(7 > 3 + 4) // prints false

int x = 27
System.out.println(x); // prints 27
System.out.println(“x is: “ + x + “!”); // prints x is: 27!

Escape Sequences

Trying to print a “ or a \ is difficult because they mean special things in Java.  Use the following special 
characters called Escape Sequences to print these special characters.  There are many, but you only 
need to know these 3 for the AP exam:

\n newline
\” double quote
\\ backslash

Arithmetic Operators

Java has the following Arithmetic Operators built in to do basic math:

Operator Meaning Example

+ Addition 3 + x

- Subtraction p – q 

* Multiplication 6 * x

/ Division 33 / 4     (returns 8)

% Modulus or Mod (Remainder) 33 % 4    (returns 1)

NOTE

1. These operators can be applied to int and double values at the same time.  If this is the case, 
the int values are promoted to double values.

2. The mod operator %, as in a % b returns the remainder after a is divided by b.  Thus, 10%3 
evaluates to 1 and 4.2 % 2 evaluates to 0.2

3. Integer division a/b where a and b are both of type int, chops off the decimal (truncates).  In 
other words, 10 / 3 = 3 and 3 / 4 = 0.

3.0 / 4 = 0.75
3 / 4.0 = 0.75
3 / 4 = 0
3 % 4 = 3



Assignment 2.1
For these simple methods, you do not need to write a driver file.  Just write a class file called 
"Answers" and create a new method for each exercise.  To run the methods, just create a new object 
through  BlueJ and run the methods manually through BlueJ.  Press ctrl-T to see the Terminal window. 
This will be demonstrated in class.

EXERCISE 1:  

public void ascii ()
{ ... }

Go to http://bigtext.org/ and cut and paste some nice pretty “ascii text”. Write a
program that uses a sequence of System.out.println statements to output the ascii text.  Watch out for 
escape characters!

Worth 1 Mark!
• 1 mark for actually outputting the ascii text and dealing with escape characters as needed.

EXERCISE 2:  

public void basicMath()
{...}

Write a method that takes 2 numbers from the user and 
uses the operators we discussed, like in the example screen 
shot here:

Again, Your output should look EXACTLY like the picture (it 
is part of the exercise to get it to match exactly)

Worth 2 Marks:
• 1 marks for correctly calculating the math
• 1 mark for outputting the answer exactly as in the 

example.



EXERCISE 3: 

public void yearsToSeconds()
{...}

Write a method that converts years into seconds. The user should be prompted to enter their age in 
years, and the method will then print that age converted into seconds. Don't worry about leap years 
and all that; just go with the basics.

Your output should look EXACTLY like the picture (it is part of the exercise to get it to match exactly)

Worth 3 Marks:
• 1 mark for correctly accepting input from the user.
• 1 mark for correctly calculating the conversion.
• 1 mark for outputting the answer exactly as in the example


